.
In this paragraph, authors stated this is a 1.
retrospective study, but patients information and sample collection as prospective one. How can someone know when patients blood collected and studied, especially data were obtained from the computer record.
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Authors must specify that blood samples 2.
collected in which collecting tube (Na-EDTA or K-EDTA?) (Na-EDTA as an anticoagulant results in less pronounced swelling than K-EDTA etc.) 2, 3 . Also there is a contradiction about MPV 3.
studied time, "The MPV was determined …. processed within 1 hour after venipuncture. For the measurements of the hematologic counts and MPV, samples were analyzed within 20 min after collection" 1 . At this point, platelets undergo swelling when stored in EDTA and, to a lesser extent, in citrate-containing solutions. This makes determination of MPV time-dependent. Over time, platelet swelling can increase the measured volume by an additional 20-25%. Suggestions for using time-dependent reference ranges or alternative anticoagulants for MPV determination have been made to resolve this issue 3, 4 . But authors not specified time when the MPV studied. In 1 hour or in 20 min, and why?
Conclusion
We think the article by Dr Ma and colleagues is very interesting but contains some limitations. The authors should have stated the answer of our 3 questions. If material and methods section in articles has not specified to specific issues such as the tubes or media which are collected the samples, the study time of the samples and the principle of studies , we could not standardize the findings as worldwide acceptance. Retrospective data collection would have contradictions.
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